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Dissociation between phonological working memory structures and  
motor programming units during speech motor sequence learning 
 
A central issue in the field of speech production is how speakers map phonological units 
(e.g., phonemes, syllables, words) onto properly timed vocal tract articulations, which lead to an 
audible, intelligible acoustic signal.  Much of the research on speech production over the years has 
focused on describing how speakers articulate individual phonetic segments and simple syllables.  
Relatively little is known about the mechanisms involved in planning and executing complex or 
extended sequences of speech movements. Models of language and speech production, such as 
Levelt (1989), Christiansen and Chater (2016), and Guenther (2016), commonly propose that 
speakers plan and execute speech sequences by temporally integrating and consolidating 
frequently occurring subsequences of articulatory movements into cohesive units (or “chunks”) in 
working memory, which reduces processing load and improves motor performance.  Yet there is 
no consensus on the mechanisms that support this motor chunking process, or the nature of the 
chunks that these processes operate on during serial speech planning and concurrent articulation.   
In the current research, we used a motor-sequence learning paradigm in which the 
generalization of performance gains from practicing novel phoneme sequences was used to infer 
the nature and specificity of these speech chunks. During the training phase of the experiment, 
monolingual English-speaking subjects intensively practiced producing monosyllabic (CCVCC) 
nonwords containing non-native onset and coda consonant clusters (over a two-day period). Using 
perception-based segmental transcription, we observed that subjects incrementally executed the 
words with fewer errors during the first day of practice, indicative of motor learning.  Moreover, 
these performance gains were maintained overnight, suggesting that the procedural memories for 
articulating speech sequences are formed quickly and consolidated during nocturnal sleep.  
After training, we tested for generalization under a higher processing load by having 
subjects repeat pairs of words that overlapped to varying degrees with the practiced words. The 
use of word pairs, rather than singletons, during the test phase forced subjects to maintain the 
second word in working memory while the first word was produced. Thus, performance measures 
from the first word, which involved little or no demand on phonological working memory, 
provided a window into the nature of motor programs used in speech sequencing, whereas 
measures for the second syllable provided insight into the nature of phonological working memory 
structures. For the first word, we observed a reliable amount of transfer of learning to novel words 
containing previously practiced consonant clusters, regardless of whether the clusters were 
practiced in the same syllable position (onset versus coda). Practicing the whole word, however, 
resulted in further accuracy improvements compared to practicing just the clusters. In contrast, for 
the second word, we observed no transfer to novel words containing previously practiced clusters. 
Moreover, practicing a novel consonant cluster in one syllabic position actually interfered with 
phonological buffering of that cluster in a different syllable position. 
Collectively, we interpret these findings as evidence for a dissociation between the working 
memory structures and motor programming units acquired during speech motor sequence learning. 
At the motoric level, speakers appear to initially learn how to execute a sequence of sub-
movements corresponding to the consonant cluster, but larger syllable sized movement chunks are 
eventually formed in addition to these units.  At the working memory level, however, speakers 
appear to utilize a syllabic structural frame (onset-nucleus-coda) that phonologically differentiates 
and codes the serial ordering of phonemes.  Implications of the results are discussed with reference 
to different psycholinguistic and neurobiological models of language and speech production. 
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